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Learning Outcomes:

- Define BiblioBoard Library and Creator
- Create accounts and explore BiblioBoard Library and Creator
- Explore BiblioBoard Library and Creator
- Have a discussion about digital humanities at HPU (if time)
Digital Humanities

“Digital humanities is generally defined as any scholarship or instruction that makes use of digital resources and tools to broaden the scope of humanities focused engagement, investigation, and research. Digital humanities tools extend the use of multimedia and digital media to enhance research in the humanities and create web sites and forums that broaden perspectives and enable access to a wide variety of data, media, and other materials online.”

-Wake Forest Digital Humanities Initiative Blog
BiblioBoard for Libraries

Started as an partnership with British Library

– Started with creating a 19th century historical books app for tablets and mobile devices.

– Because of the success of this app, created a platform that makes it easy for any museum, library, and other historical institutions to create and organize digital thematic anthologies.

– These digital anthologies are available on library.biblioboard.com where you can create an account to get full access.
Exploring History

BiblioBoard Library features interesting, important, and sometimes just plain weird artifacts in a modern, multimedia context. Available at a fraction of the cost of traditonal databases, BiblioBoard offers easy access to a wealth of primary source material organized into Anthologies for easy browsing and discovery.

BiblioBoard Core

BiblioBoard Core covers a wide range of topics including Literature, Philosophy, History, Geography and Science. Available in early 2013, BiblioBoard Core will launch with 200 Anthologies and grow to 400 Anthologies over the next year. Please contact us for a complete list of forthcoming Anthologies in the BiblioBoard Core offering.

British Library 19th Century Collection Module

In addition to BiblioBoard Core, libraries may subscribe to content modules created by our partner institutions. At launch, subscribing libraries will receive free access to the British Library 19th Century Collection module for one year. Featuring content from one of the world's premier libraries, the Anthologies in this collection offer unparalleled insight into 19th century life around the globe. Many of the books included in these collections are not available anywhere else online. Please contact us for a complete list of Anthologies in this first add-on module.

Create Your Own Anthologies

Use BiblioBoard Creator to make your library's content available on BiblioBoard. BiblioBoard Creator is a free authoring tool that allows users to create their own Anthologies and make them accessible to consumers and other libraries around the globe.

To learn more about BiblioBoard Creator, visit

http://biblioboard.com/creator/
Creating BiblioBoard Library Account

You will need to create an BiblioBoard Library account to download materials, save favorites and bookmarks, and more!

• At top of the page, click on “Login”
• Click on “Sign Up Now!”
• Use HPU email address and create a password.
• Now you/students/faculty have the ability to create favorites, bookmarks.
• Can also download from the iTunes App store for iPad (not iPhone).
BiblioBoard Creator at HPU

• Faculty/librarians/class projects can create themed anthologies from public domain digital materials.
• Can have multiple creators, so freedom of creation throughout all of HPU.
• Could be used for faculty research and creating a final project in class.
• Tool to teach students about Public Domain/Copyright.
• Archival materials can be digitized and displayed
• *Different Log In creation for Creator – not linked to Library account.
Introduction to BiblioBoard Creator

Please watch this 12 minute video to get acquainted with the BiblioBoard Creator process.

https://vimeo.com/62740578
To create a digital anthology, your project will go through three phases: 
Discovery, Enhancement, and Marketing.
You can “Upload" custom content

If you are uploading your own content, make sure that it has correct copyright

• You own the copyright
• Public Domain
• Creative Commons Licenses
  • CC-Attribution
  • CC-Attribution
When you upload an item, this (*) is the required field metadata fields that you will need to add.

- License Type
- File Type
- Title
- Creator
- Publication Date
- Description

The more information you put in the more complete your anthology will become.
Discovery - Search

Search can be a powerful tool for finding items to add to anthology. “BiblioBoard Search” automatically searches a database of public domain/creative commons materials which you can use to create your anthology.

The creator has the option of searching by keywords or Media Type. Be sure to carefully look at and browse the items to see if they fit your anthology.
Questions?

Please email sleonard@highpoint.edu with questions about BiblioBoard